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ABOUT US
We design and manufacture tailor made surface treatment equipment for the automotive sector since 1980.

+35
+20

years of
experience

countries

7
13.000
sectors

AERONAUTICAL | RAILWAY | RENEWABLE ENERGIES |
AUTOMOTIVE | WOOD REFINISHING | GENERAL INDUSTRY

Lean and optimal layout for your workshop. We make every inch count.

successful
installations

Tailor made solutions to fit every environment.
Spray booths for special vehicles

Standard solutions available
Optional on-rail IR equipment

Why 360 Zolutions?
Technology

Low carbon footprint

Lean philosophy

Premium After-sales service

Modularity

Best cycle time

We develop our own solutions based on the knowledge
acquired from the most demanding sectors (aeronautical,
defense, railway, renewable energy...)
We develop our products in order to make you save
energy and time during the entire the lifespan of our
products.
High configuration flexibility even in tight spaces. We
conceive tailor made solutions based on your needs.

Low environmental impact on the life cycle of our products. (ISO 14044).

On-rail movement between Prep Areas and Spray booths

Experienced after-sales team with short response times.

Dynamic lean process design to achieve the optimal
process flow.

On-roof generators to save space
High quality components

AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR
we design TAILOR MADE

The optimal insulation of the booth, along with direct
burner and heat recovery configurations, can generate savings up to 25% when compared to other similar machines on the market.

solutions for your workshop
1.

High configuration flexibility

2.

Great variety of complements

3.

First quality components (Siemens, Schneider, Saint
Gobain, ABB...)

NOISE LEVELS

ENERGY SAVING

Our cabins have lowest
noise levels of market
(only 73 dB).

Up to

25%
When compared to
similar spray booths

LED LIGHTING SETUP
LED ATEX lighting. Optional lateral and
angular lighting configurations to avoid
possible shadows and color mismatch.

DOUBLE GLAZING
Thick double-glazed doors with air chamber
for better insulation

DOUBLE BLOWER
The double blower generator reduces
turbulences inside the spray booth,
avoiding the dust to scatter around the
workplace.

ROBUST & STABLE DOORS
QUALITY FILTERS

Manufactured with durability in mind to
avoid structural fatigue on demanding
environments.

Ecological, durable and easy to replace.

Optional: paint mixing room

Optional: heat recovery system

Complete your spray booth with paint mixing room to
organize and store all your refinishing equipment and
material.

Maximize energy savings by recovering part of the exhaust heated air. On particularly cold areas, this system
could save up to 40% of energy.

We offer lots of configurations to match your particular needs.

FLOOR OPTIONS

USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE

Available wil full or partial grid / elevated
or with civil work pit. Optional Pneumatic
interior ramp.

Analog or digital user friendly control panel
that manages all the functions of the booth.

ADJUSTABLE DIFFUSERS
Floor diffusers can be easily adjusted in
order to obtain an homogeneous airflow
inside the booth.

Mounted on a separate rack.

Optional: direct flame burner

NO CIVIL WORK NEEDED

Higher energy efficiency compared to traditional
burners.

ON COFIGURATIONS WITH ELEVATED FLOOR AND RAMPS

*optional vinyl design

STANDARD OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES & ADDONS

STANDARD
DIMENSIONS

PNEUMATIC ELEVATOR

ELECTRIC HEATERS

SIDE PAINTER DOOR

Lift up to 3 tons, Electric / Pneumatic. It fits the booth without
taking up space.

We offer different configurations
to heat the spray booth only with
your electric power source.

Lateral or front painter door for
quick access to the booth.

LENGTH
6.44m

STANDARD IMPUSION/EXTRACTION
GROUPS LAYOUT
GROUPS ON 1 SIDE

ON-ROOF GROUPS

7.34m
8.24m
WIDE
4,08m
4.38m
HEIGHT

IR AND UV DRYERS
REAR GROUPS

GROUPS ON 2 SIDES

We offer a wide range of dryers for the automotive and industrial sector. Ask for our catalog or check them at www.cabinaslagos.com/en

3,32m
3.47m

Master EVO series

3.58m

MAster 3 EVO series

Compact EVO series

Mover EVO series

3,72m
3,73m
Custom dimensions
on demand

paintTROTTER

PREPARATION AREAS

Mobile spraybooth paintTROTTER Refinish

Designed to prepare the vehicle before the paint booth. Our
preparation areas are highly configurable and durable.
Perfect for sanding and masking the vehicle.

paintTROTTER Refinish is a mobile spray
booth designed to perform painting
and sanding jobs on small surfaces
with flawless quality and reduced cycle
time while saving up to 90% of energy
consumption compared to a traditional
spray booth.

They can be delivered with on-rail translation systems that
moves the vehicle from the prep area to the spray booyh
and vice versa. This lean system saves valuable time and improves drastically the worflow of your workshop.

www.painttrotter.com

-98% CO2

CO2 EMISSIONS REDUCED BY UP TO 98%

+ ENERGY SAVINGS

REPAIR COST REDUCED BY 80-90% WHEN COMPARED TO A TRADITIONAL BOOTH

CLEAN AIR PURIFIER

PAINT MIXING ROOMS

The Clean Air filters the polluted air of the workshop and
returns it to its natural state.

Ideal for storing supplies and other equipment.

Improve the health conditions
in your business at a very low
cost and without complications.

Enhance your Spray Booth
with:
LED Lighting
Low power consumption and high
durability and resistance.

Touch screen
Ease and practicality in managing
all Spray Booth control systems.

Air distributor system

Direct flame burner

Homogeneous distribution of the air
flow in the upper plenum.

Improve your burner’s energy
efficiency.

Enhance your Preparation
Area with:
Infrared dryers

Ramps

Short wave infrared with electronic
regulation, temperature and
distance sensors.

Fixed or pneumatic models
available.

Pneumatic lift

On-rail vehicle movement
equipment

Comfort and convenience while
working on lower areas of the
vehicle.

360 Solutions GmbH
Ludenberger Str. 39
D-40699 Erkrath
T: +49 211 54414 165
M: info@360zolutions.com

www.360zolutions.com

Manual or motorized skids to
transport the vehicle between
workstations.

